The Hill Adjustable Model 90PT electrically adjusts in height
to offer easy access for your patients and minimize back
strain for you. Its three-section top is designed specifically
for physical therapists and includes features for
examination, mobilization, and therapy.

The PT Mobilization Table is shown with
oxblood upholstery and a beige base

The gas spring-powered lift-back
allows you to position your patients with
ease and locks instantly at any angle. An
electric back is also available (see
reverse side). The tilting headpiece on
the 90PT can be locked in any position
from 35° positive to 85° negative. For
patient comfort, the entire 90PT is
padded with 2 1/2” of mediumdensity foam. A padded insert fills the
face cut-out when needed. The foot
pedal can be conveniently positioned on
either side of the table. A durable telescoping
base safely encloses all mechanical parts. The PT
Mobilization Table has a one-year warranty on all parts and
labor and is UL® approved.

Patient Positioning
The 90PT is designed to give you great flexibility
when positioning your patient. With the touch of
the foot pedal, it adjusts quietly and smoothly
from 22” to 35” providing the ideal working
height within 16 seconds.
The 90PT conveniently converts to a
flat-top table for supine or prone use.
Swing-out armrests provide arm
support for your patients in the prone
position and rotate under the table top
when not in use.
- See other side for more details -

The PT Mobilization Table is available with the options pictured below. They include adjustable-height
armrests which, when raised, are flush with the table top; a rocker foot pedal mounted to the base to provide
height adjustment from either side of the table; and a caster system allowing easy movement of the 90PT
around the office. The PT Mobilization Table is also available with an optional electric back (not pictured).

Table Specifications
- Powered by an electric actuator; 60 cycle, 110
volts, 2.7 amps. 220-50 cycle additional charge.
- Lifting capacity - 400 lbs.
- Range of height from 22” to 35”.
- Travel time from low to high - 16 seconds.
- Choice of 20 colors, plus black and white for
upholstered top.

UL

- 2.5” medium density foam top.
- Beige or gray telescoping base constructed of
fire-rated acrylic thermo-plastic.
- Standard width, 26”, with optional 30”.
- Table top length - 6’2”.
- Shipping weight approximately 250 lb s.
- Warranty - one year on all parts and labor.

®

Hill Laboratories also offers adjustable height mat and section tables.
Many standard features and options are available.

Have a special need?
We’ll put our more than 50 years experience to work for you and design a table to fit your requirements.
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